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Kang Mobei didn't pay much attention to Hou Shenghua's words. He was processing a
very important data, and he didn't notice Wen Xin's action. When he looked up after
the data, Wen Xin was already naked.

Standing naked in front of Kang Mobei, with tears in his eyes, "general Kang..."

Kangmobei only looked at it once, his eyes retracted like electricity, his eyes tightly
fixed, his seat turned, his back to Wenxin.

"Put it on." Voice condensation, with anger.

Wen Xin prayed, "President Kang..."

She is really forced helpless, Hou Shenghua in addition to her godfather, or her boss.

She signed an agreement with Hou Shenghua. If she didn't bring him the specified
amount of profit within one year, she would have to pay for the rest of the money.

Originally, with her previous fame, those are just easy numbers, but if they are really
hidden in the snow, those money is astronomical to her!

Compared with women, Hou Shenghua is obviously more interested in money. If she
can't make money for him, what will he do to her?

"I won't say it a second time."

Conmbe obviously hated her, but what was dignity at the moment?

Success or failure depends on right or wrong.

Wen Xin stepped forward step by step, went to the back of Kang Mo Bei, and put his
hands on Kang Mo Bei's shoulder.

Kangmobei held back his anger, grabbed Wenxin's wrist and threw it away. "Go
away."



Wen Xin ignores Kang Mobei's words and entangles them again.

She believes Godfather said, which man does not like to take the initiative to send the
beautiful woman to the door?

Outside the door came Hou Shenghua's voice, "you can't go in! Kang always talks
about things in it. "

Kangmo North eyes shrink a circle, is Bai nianxi back.

Bai nianxi, who came back from shopping, wanted to wait outside for a while, but he
heard Kang Mobei's angry "get out!"

He pushed the door and came in. When he opened his eyes, he saw Wen Xin's naked
body wrapped around Kang Mobei. He was pulled away by Kang Mobei's disgust and
threw it on the ground.

Kang Mo north face Yin Ji, "seek to die."

Bai nianxi was also shocked by this scene. As soon as she came back, it was such a
beautiful scene that she had indigestion.

He turned around and was about to retreat. He was stopped by Kang Mobei: "stop!"

Kangmo beiteng stands up, grabs Wenxin's hand, drags it out, and throws it out at the
door of the office. There are not many people at the door of the president's office, but
there are still a few people who send documents back and forth.

We all saw this scene.

Conmobei dragged a naked woman out of the office and threw her at the door of the
office. She looked familiar.

It turned out to be the most popular actress Wenxin some time ago!

Kangmobei turned around again, picked out Wenxin's clothes and threw them out. He
said harshly, "put on your clothes and go away!"

Wen Xin was so ashamed that he hurriedly picked up his clothes and put them on. His
eyes were filled with Yingying's tears and pattered down.

Hou Shenghua saw that he couldn't do it. He went to the door and grabbed the door
that was about to be closed. "Mr. Kang, you..."



Before he finished speaking, Kang Mobei had already kicked in the chest, "if you don't
want Shenghua group to die, get out of here right away!"

Slamming the door, combo's chest heaved violently. Bai nianxi squinted at him. It
seemed that he was really angry.

Take out the dishes in the basket. Bai nianxi has already started to wash and prepare
the dishes by himself. He turns on the induction cooker, mixes the water in the pot,
pours it into the chafing dish, and stews it slowly.

Conmber soon calmed down, but his eyes were still cold.

This woman, seeing other women throw themselves in his arms, has nothing to say?

Bai nianxi's expressionless face was boiling the hot pot, and she didn't say a word.
Kang Mobei's eyes were focused on her, and she didn't notice it.

"What don't you say?" he said

"What can I say?" Bai nianxi doesn't lift his head. He stirs the saucer in his hand
attentively.

Kangmobei stares at Bai nianxi, as if to stare at a hole in her.

"Mr. Kang doesn't expect me to be jealous, does he?" The words are sour. As soon as
she said it, Bai nianxi was also surprised. Well, what did she say that for? Isn't it three
hundred taels of silver here?

"Would you?" Conrad's eyebrows.

"No

Although he said that, he opened the vinegar bottle and added vinegar to the bowl. By
mistake, half a bottle of vinegar was poured out, and the office was full of vinegar.

Bai nianxi is upset. Why is she so careless? It's really strange. Why is she in a bad
mood all of a sudden? It's Kang Mobei's fault. Who calls him so annoying.

"He said he would not." The corner of his mouth stirred up a pleasant smile, stretched
out his finger to stir up Bai nianxi's chin, "right and wrong."

Bai nianxi knocks off Kang Mobei's hand and says, "I'm amorous."

The vinegar smell of the president's office can't go away all the time. Secretary Xing



came in to deliver the information, but he coughed with acid. "Mr. Kang, why don't
you open a window?""Or I'll have someone come in and deal with the smell."

"No more." "I like it," he said

Secretary Xing is speechless.

Bai nianxi

Is conmbe laughing at her?

Kangmo North glanced at Bai nianxi, "no, I just like it."

After smelling the vinegar all afternoon, Bai nianxi felt a little dizzy. After sorting out
the interview materials, Bai nianxi looked at the time and found that it was five o'clock
in the afternoon and he was going to leave work soon.

Yao Mei sent a short message with a ding in his hand.

She has come downstairs to talk to Bai nianxi.

Bai nianxi's face changes. Yao Mei takes the initiative to find it. What good can it do.

"Listen to ang say you are now working as an assistant in commobei?" Yao meiheng's
momentum is always high.

"Well." Bai nianxi nodded.

Yao Mei is also too lazy to talk nonsense and goes straight to the subject.

Jiang zhiang went to bainianxi's hometown a few days ago to help bainianxi's mother
sweep the grave. Yao Mei knows about it. When he came back, he sent flowers to
bainianxi and invited bainianxi to dinner.

As soon as she thought that Jiang zhiang's legs had become swollen because of Bai
nianxi's running back and forth, she couldn't breathe.

Such a good Gu xuanlin is with her, but Jiang zhiang still doesn't give up on Bai nianxi,
which makes her a mother who can't swallow this tone anyway.

Gu xuanlin is her only daughter-in-law, she does not allow this to change because of
Bai nianxi.

Take out the mobile phone, which is a video, "I have something to show you."



Put the mobile phone in front of Bai nianxi and turn it on. Although the volume has
been adjusted to the minimum, there is still a faint sound coming.

The voice contains women's charming chanting and men's low roar, which makes
people blush and heartbeat.

The picture is even more fragrant, a man and a woman naked * * entangled together,
the passion of the movement.

Bai nianxi is about to turn around unbearably when she suddenly finds that the man's
face in the video is familiar. Once again, it's Jiang zhiang, who is really familiar to her!
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